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SAGIT TARIA
A study of vertices

sagittaria
Sagittaria is a study in softening triangular vertices through juxtaposition with other poly-
gons. The end result is a luxurious shoulder shawl. The arrowhead lace is worked vertically 
adding a linear element. Alchemy Sanctuary  creates a warm shawl with beautiful drape. 

Information

Skill Level: Intermediate 

Finished Measurments: 44” x 15” 

Materials:
Sanctuary (70% Wool/ 30% Silk; 125 yds; 50 gms) Mica 2 skeins. 
Needles size US 9 (5.5 mm) 32 or longer circular needles. Or size needed to obtain gauge. 
Stitch markers.

Gauge: 15 sts and 23 rows = 4”/10cm. in arrowhead lace. To save time take tim to check 
gauge. Use the center chart to work gauge swatch.

Special Abbreviations:
CDD: Central double decrease: slip two stitches together knitwise, k1 pass both slipped sts 
over the k st.

Constructions Notes: The shawl is worked from the neck down. Charts only show right side 
rows. Work wrongside rows as instructed in directions. It may be helpful to place markers 
after the first two border sts, before the last two border sts and to denote the central chart, 
this is delineated in blue on the main chart. 

Directions:
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Cast On:
Cast on 2 sts. Work 26 rows in garter st(knit every row). Leaving the two sts on the right 
hand needle, pick up 23 ridges along the side of the piece. Then pick up the two cast on sts. 
(27 sts.)

Begin shawl pattern:

Work right side rows following the scarf chart. Work WS rows thus: k2, purl to the last 2 sts, 
k2. The main chart shows the entire rows. The other two charts show the triangle section 
enlarged and the central section enlarged.

Work rows 1-14 one time. Then work rows 15-30  three times. Each time you repeat these 15 
rows, two multiples (marked in red) will be added to each triangle section. then work rows 
15-21 again. End with row 21-RS.
Knit 2 rows.
Next Row (WS): Bind off all sts thus: K1 *place st from left needle on right needle k 
together through the back loop with the next st. Repeat from * to end. Pull yarn through 
last st. 

Weave in ends and block to measurement.
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Charts
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